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Let S’(G), V(G), E(G) and G be, respectively, the closed-set kdttice, vertex set, edge set 
and complement of a graph G. Any lattice isomorphism @: L+?(G) =S’(G’) induces a bijection 
@: V(G)+ V(G’) such that for each x in V(G), #(x) =x’ ({x)) = {xl). A graph G is 
strongiy se&the if for any graph 6’ and any lattice isomorphism @:.3?(G) = Z’(G’), the 
bijection @ induced by 8 is a graph isomorphism of G onto G”. G is rnintify critical if 
2’(g) $: .9(G - e) for each e in E(G), and maximally criW if .3’(G) # ZZ(G -t-e) for any e in 
E(G). In this paper, we prove that for any two nontrivial graphs GI and G2, (1) G1 X G2 is 
maximally critical, and (2) GI x Gz is strongly sensitive iff GI x 62 is minimally critical. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions on Gi such that GI X G2 is strongly sensitive are ako 
obtained. 
Let G be a simple graph with vertex set V(G) and edge set E( ). For each a in 
V(G), let N(a) = (x E V(G) 1 a.x E E(G)} be the set of neightwrs of a. 
S of V(G) is called a closed set of G if, for each pair of distinct elements 
N(a) n N(6) c S. Let Z+(G) be the family of closed sets of 6, inclusive of the 
Evidently, A?(G) is clos under arbitrary i;rtersection an 
under set-inclusion (see . 4). The lattice Z(G), which was first 
introduced by Sauer (see [S] and also [3--7]), is called the closed-set lattice of the 
shalS now I.nt~~!uce, in terms of their closed+% Mtices, vari 
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For a graph G, the following implications follow immediately from definitions: 
6 is strongly sensitive 
3 G is sensitive, 
3 G is critical, 
3G s{ i 
maximally critical, 
minimally critical. 
ile strongly sensitive graphs are abundant (see [3]), not every graph is 
maximally critical or minim;illIy critical (see Fig. 1). There e t maximally critical 
graphs which are not minimally critical and vice versa (see s. 2 and 3). There 
also exist critical graphs which are not sensitive (see [4]). Various classes of 
which are net strongly sensitive have recently been constructed in 
n this papc:r we shall study the structure of the (Cartesian) product GI x t& of 
graphs GI and G2 via its closed-set lattice. A natural question one may ask is 
whether the property of being strongly sensitive (resp., sensitive, critical, 
maximally critical or minimally critical) is preserved in forming the product of 
graphs. e shall give a positive answer to this question. As a matter of fact, this 
positive answer follows at once from the following two results that we shall 
establish in the third section: 
r any connected graphs GI and G*, 
(1) the graph GI X G2 is always maximally critical, and 
(2) the graph GI X Gz is strongly sensitive if each Gi is minimally critical. 
e converse of result (2) is not true in general. e thus proceed in the 
aining sections to characterize strongly sensitive graphs of the form GI x G2. 
e obtain necessary and sufficient conditions on Gi such that GI X Gz is strongly 
at the same time show that 61 x C2 is strongly sensitive if and only if 
nimally critical. e general case where each Gi is of order at least 
with in the fourth section while the remaining case is settled in the 
nal section. 
roughout his paper, unless otherwise stated, ai?. graphs denoted by G and Gi 
med to be finite, connected and of order at least wo. For 
s and lattices not explained here, we refer to [1] and [2] 
G : 
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G : 
Fig. 2. G is maximally critical but not minimally critical. 
G : 
Fig. 3. G is minimally critical but not maximally critical. 
G : l(G) : 
Fig. 4. The unique graph of minimum order which is sensitive but not strongly sensitive. 
We begin with the following two observations: 
(1) Let G be a graph of order at keast hree. Then G is disconnected if and only 
if Z’(G) is direct product decomposable. Thus for graphs G and 6’ of order at 
least three such that S(G) = A?(G ’ j, G is connected if and only if G ’ is connected 
(see [8]). In contrast with this, we have A?( is the complete 
graph of order n. 
(2) For Xs E@], 1~;; G + be the graph obtainc=d by wg edges of X t 
G. Then Z(G % X) c Z(G). rthemore, g(G + X) = ) if and only 
shall write 
V(G), the sub,a 
gemrated by X 
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31). Let G and Go be graphs that 5?(G) - ‘? 9(G’) and let 
(G’) be the bi;ection induced by For any subset X of V(G), any 
closed set A of G and any vertex a in G, we have: 
0) 
iii) 
. . . 
( ) 111 
( 1 iV 
0 V 
( P Vi‘ 
Inhe 
only if #(a) E ( 
&g&a) = 1 if and only if deg&+(a)) = I, provided that G is of order at 
least three; 
)]) (El 9([ (X+)1), where ’ , confined to S([( 
4kiirr...:* IvlIw.V ,,,g result provides a simpler way to determine w 
closed-set lattices are isomorphic. r any two distinct vertices X, y in 6, we shall 
write (w) for ((~9). 
WI) et G and G’ be two.graphs. Then 3?(G) = k-(G) if and only if 
there exists a biection (Y : V(G)-+ V(G) such that 
((x9 Y ))a = (4x), NY))9 
for any pair of distinct elements x, y in V(G). 
. Let G be a maximally critical graph and G” be any graph such that 
3?(G)?S?(G’). Let @I: V(G)-+ w _ ’ v (G ) be the bijection induced by @. If 
(x)rb(y) e (G’j for every xy G E(G), 
(#I 
;jgepg G z G’. 
&same on the contrary that Q is not raph isomorphism. men there 
exists xy E E(@ such that Q(x)@(Yj E E(G’). A = c#w#J(Y) E E(G’) I XY E 
G ’ - A. Thus G ’ - A is also maximally 
ich contradicts the 
ally critical graph and 6;’ be any graph such that 
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W a of two graphs Gp and Gz has V(G) = 
V XV 1) and (az, &) of G are adjacent if and 
only if either al = q2 and blb2 E E(G2) OK b1 = b2 and ala2 E E(GI). 
this section is to derive some roperties of G1 x G2 with respect to its closed-set 
lattice. 
r the sake of brevity, we shall use throu 
notation: 
er the following 
V;: E V(Gi)p i = 182; 
f s V’ X (b}, Gf = IV!], where b E V2; 
VZ= {a} x V,, G+ [Vz], w 
e For any family {Gi 1 i = 1,2, . . . , n) (E 3 2) of graphs, 
1,2, . . . , n) is alkvays maximally critical. 
It suffices to prove the result for n = 2. Thus, let G = GI x Gz. 
Suppose u = (a, 6) and v = (c, d) are two rtices of G such that z = uv e 
E(e). We shall show that 5?(G) 3 5?(G + e). symmetry, therg are 
to consider. 
Case 1. a = c. Thus bd E E(@. Since G, is connected, there exists f E Vi such 
that af E E(G,). Let w = (f, d {u, w } is a closed set of G 
but not a closed set of G + e. 
Cease 2. a #c and b # d. We have two subcases: 
(i) Either ac E E(Gl) or bd E E(G2). y symmetry, 8ssum.e that ac E E(GI). 
Let x = (a, d). Then vx E E(G). Since (u, & c Vi 2nd v $ Vz, we have 
v $ (u, &. Thus the closed set (u, x jc of G is not a closed set of G + e. 
(ii) ac E E(G) and 66 c E(G). Since G1 is connected, there exists g E V, such 
that ag E E(G,). kt ~9 = (g, 6). Then g + c’ aw8 uy E E(G). Thus (v, y) is a closed 
set of G but not a closed set of G -I- e. 
In each subcase, we have 9(G) 3 LZ’(G -I- e), as required. q 
obtain our second result we first prove t 
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Let G = Gz x Gz. Assume on the contrary that #(u)@(w) EE(G’) but 
= GI , by Lemma l(vi), [ Vf#] is a connecte 
and of order at least 3hree. Thus there exists w = (d, b) 
e(w) E E(G’). Since a + bc E E(G), we have d(v, 
(v, w} is a close owever the fact that {e(v) 
set of G’ contradicts Lemma l(iv). Cl 
shall now apply Theorem 1, Lemma 5 and others to derive the following 
Let {Gili=l,2,.**, n) (n Z= 2) be a family of graphs. Then 
, n) is strongly sensitive if each Gi (i = 1,2, . . . , n ) is 
minimally critical. 
Again, we prove the above result for n = 2. Denote G = GI X G*. 
graph such that s( - JZ(G’) and let q5 be the bijection induced by 
t note that each Gi rder at least three since it is minimally critical. 
reveryaE&, G$ - (!? [V@], where 9 is # confined to Gz. 
y Lemma 5, for all u, 2/ E Vq, z.m E E(G) if $(u)$(u) E: E(G’). Since 6; is 
isomorphic to Gz, 6: is also minimally critical. Clearly, 5?(G$ (Z 9([v$#q)P 
confined to Z(Gz). Thus by Lemma 4, 6; (2’ [ I$#], establishing 
y symmetry we conclude that @ (y) E E(G’) for every xy E 
eorem i , G is maximally critical. ence by Lemma 3, we have 
- G ‘, which completes the proof. Cl 
em 2, that both GI and Gz are minimally critical is a sufficient 
e following two 
ain result in this section is the following 
. Let 1 and be graphs of order at least three. The following ate 
equivalent: 
(1) GI x Gz is strongly sensitive; 
(2) GI x Gz is minimally ctitical; 
efore establishing the above result, we first prove the following 
Let 
N(a) n Nib) # 
GI and Gz be two graphs. If GI contaiti a vertex a such that 
for any ab in E(G,) and C, contains a nonessential edge cd, then 
the edge uv, where u = (a, c) and v = (a, d), is not essential in the graph GI x Gz. 
Let G = G1 x Gz. To show that .Z’(G - u = S(G), it suffices to show that 
G -uv) ES?(G). Thus, let S E .A?( either (u, v} ES or {u, v} n 
S = iti, then it is clear that S E Z’(G). us, assume by symmetry that {u, v} n 
19 
claim that S n NG(v) = {u}. If this is not the case, let w E S n NC(v) such 
that w # k. There are two cases to consider. 
Case 1. w = (a, e), where de E E(Gz) 
The assumption that S(6,) = Z!?(c;! - cd) implies 9(G;) = Z(Gg - uv). Thus, 
snv~ELz(G;-uv) = 3’(Gg) and hence S n V!j contains v as it contains both u 
and w. This hofleve, e fact thiSt I@, lJ> n sy = I* 
Cae 2. w = (f, d), where af E E(GJ 
in G,, pick an ele 
x = (f, c), y = (g, c) and z = (g, d). 
which is again a contradiction. 
= j, asc e e cow 
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. Let GI and be two graphs. l’f G2 contains a nonessential e&e hk 
such that N(h) n N(k) then every edge xy, where x = (a, h) and y = (a, k) 
with a in VI, is not essential ive G1 X Gz. 
t suffices to prove that (B) + (I), (y) + (1) and (2) 3 (3). 
t G = G1 x Gz. To prove the first two implications, let 6’ be any graph such 
(a! 
= Z(G’) and let @ be the bijection induced by 
y Theorem 1, G is maximally critical. Thus, by Lemma 3, TV show that 
G ‘z G’, it suffices to show that $(x)$(y) E E(G’) whenever xy E E(G). 
Assume xy E E(G). There are two cases to consider. 
C&e 1. x, y E Vf for some b E V, 
Since Gt = G1, which is minimally critical, we conclude by Lemmas 5 and 4 
that #(x)$(y) E E(G). 
Case 2. x, y E V$ for some a E VI 
Let x = (a, b) and y = (a, c). Then either N(b) n N(c) = (b or 9(Gz) #= 9(Gz - 
bc). Assume N(b) n N(c) = fl. Since GI satisfies ?&, a is incident with an edge ad 
in GI such that N(a) n N(d) = Thus the set S = {x, y, (d, b), (d, c)} is a closed 
set of G and [S] = C4, which is strongly sensitive (see 133). by Lemma 1, 
[S] ‘2’ [&#I] where 9 = +lrsl. ence +(x)@(y) EE(G’), as required. Now 
assume L?(G*) # Zt?(G2 - bc). Then 5?(G2) c 5?(Gz - bc) and so ZZ(Gz) c .9?(G$ - 
xy)_ Cwmnce ddrbidv\ t= Ftz\_ 1~f VUfrVY” T\“,T\J/ _ .ti ..__ ,‘ --- 
(v) E E(F) 1 uv E E(G;)}. 
en @(x)$(y) E A and Gq =L [V@] + A. Since 
~([V~~l+ A) = Jq([W#q + A) - 9(x)@(Y)) c_ ~([V%])~ 
!)I < IS??([V$p])l, which however contradicts the fact that JZ(Gz) = 
ence #(x)@(y) E (G’), as asserted. 
ere 
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Fig. 5. 
f G1 does not satisfy &, there exists a E V, such that N(a) f~ N(b) # 
for any ab E E(G,). ut then by Lemma 6, 5?(G) -2Z(G - uv), where 
= (a, c) and v = (a, d), hich contradicts the fact that G is minimally critical. If 
G2 does not satisfy 22 E E(G2) such that N(h) nN(k) # 
2i?(G2) = S?(G2 - hk). ma 7, 9(G) -9( -xy), where x = 
(a, h), y = (a, k) and a E V’, which is again a contradiction. ence (l3) holds. 
0th G1 and G2 are not minimally critical 
If G1 does not satisfy .!& there exists a E VI such that N(u) n N(b) # 
ab E E(G,). Since G2 is not minimally critical, there exists cd E E(G2 
5??(G2) = 3(G2 - cd). Thus by Lemma 6, 9(G) = A?(6 - uv), where u = (a, c) 
and v = (a, d), which is a contradicti If G1 does not satisfy Z&, there exists 
hk E E(G,) such that N(h) n N(k) # nd S(Gl) =Z(Gl -+k). But then by 
Lemma 7, 9(G) ==JZ’(G -xy), where n = (h, b), y = (k, b) and b E V,, which is 
again a contradiction Thus G1 and similarly G2 satisfy both sr and ZJ2 and hence 
(y) holds. 
The proof of eorem 3 is complete. Cl 
-- Consider the three statements (aj, (ijj and (yj given iii Themem 3. 
e conjunction of (or) and (y) implies (b), that of 
imply (y) and that of (E)) a (y) does not imply (CY) too. 
former case, take G1 to be ,3 - e, where e E E(K,,,) and 
C3 and for the latter case, take G1 as above and Gz to be & 
of (QIj, (f3) and (y) does not imply any of the 
G, = G2 = Kq - e, where e E E(_K& then (aj is s 
and (y) are not. 
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and G2 are of order 
which is strongly sensitive. 
graphs of the form 
case9 GI x G2 = Kz x 
1 characterize strongly 
et G be Q graph of order at least dwee. T.e followirag are equivalent: 
(3) G satisfies both S1 and $&. 
f G does not sati 
every cd E E(G) 
hen there exists 
)‘z’S?(G’) and let + be the 
‘), where u = (a, c), v = (6, c) and c E V(G). 
ere exists cd E (G) such that N(c) fl 
x 6) and [A] = C.,, which is strongly 
$1, where 9’ is Q confined to [A]. nce @(u)@(v) E
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